
UCP Adult Program:   
Continuing Education that Includes Creative 
Expression, Life Skills, and Music and Self 
Expression 

UCP Adult Program participants are offered a wide variety of 

activities which encourage a desire to learn. Many of our 

consumers have either attended a local high school’s special 

education department or Helen Davis State School. Most have 

learned a great deal of useful skills over the years, and we work 

hard on helping each participant either increase, or maintain the 

educational skills they have mastered.  

 

On any given day, you can find consumers practicing writing 

checks, telling time, learning common community signs, learning 

telephone manners, and recognizing the value of coins and bills. 

Many educational games are used to teach.  

We strive for a peaceful atmosphere for learning, but also enjoy 

times of joy and fun! We have learned that when we find creative 

ways to make learning enjoyable, we see more success.  

Creative Expression 

In this area, consumers are provided the opportunity to express 

themselves through the arts. While working with a variety of 

mediums, consumers develop fine motor skills and eye/hand 

coordination. Our Learning Consultants strive to find appropriate 

seasonal activities that are often functional as well as decorative.  

In the same room at any given time, you might find a consumer 

painting a seasonal art sheet with watercolors, someone else 

making a necklace by stringing beads, and another consumer 

transforming something simple like a shoebox into a beautiful 

box for treasures.  

Program participants are also encouraged to stay connected with 

their past and celebrate the present by creating a scrapbook to be 

enjoyed with friends and relatives. We take digital pictures nearly 

every day. Consumers can help download the pictures and then 

can print off their choice of background paper from scrapbooking 

internet sites.  

Learning, Growing and 
Thriving in the UCP Adult 
Program 
 

 



We are fortunate enough to have a talented seamstress as one of our Learning Consultants. She 

has cultivated an interest in sewing and has taught many consumers the art of stitching. Some 

have made pillows, others made baskets to hang on their walkers and wheelchairs, and still 

others have made small quilts. Fine motor skills are being increased with every single stitch that 

is pulled through the material. Making one’s own choice is important and encouraged with these 

projects, and each consumer chooses their own fabric, color and design. 

Life Skills 

Our goal for the Life Skills portion of our Adult Program is that consumers will learn and 

practice skills that they can use in their own homes. It takes a lot of work to effectively maintain 

a home, and contributing to the upkeep of a home also fills each member with a sense of 

accomplishment and belonging. Everyone wants to be useful, and domestic tasks are a great way 

to achieve the "teamwork attitude."  

Here at UCP, many of our Life Skills classes revolve around the kitchen. Consumers learn how 

to thoroughly wipe off tables, fill the dishwasher, push chairs up to the tables, stack chairs to 

prepare the room for mopping, and how to re-fill consumables such as sweeteners. They make 

tea every morning for our break and lunch, and some are involved in learning how to do laundry. 

Cooking and baking is a huge part of our Life Skills program. We provide numerous 

opportunities to make snacks and easy-to-make meals. While cooking, special emphasis is 

always placed upon kitchen safety, and is a common discussion during the process.  

Life Skills expand to many other areas. Consumers are encouraged to water all the indoor plants, 

dust and vacuum as needed, and take out trash with staff supervision. Every spring, a garden is 

planted off the back patio, and fresh vegetables and fruit are picked all summer long.  

Personal hygiene is an important skill to learn, and we take it very seriously. Informal classes 

and day-to-day discussions are formed to remind consumers of the correct way to brush their 

teeth, wash their hands, and how to maintain a healthy, clean body.  

Because every single person is different and has various levels of ability, we find ways that 

everyone can be involved in some form of Life Skills. Life Skills are a fun way to really get 

involved in group activities and to work as a team toward a common goal!  

Music and Self Expression 

Here, program participants are offered a wide variety of activities which encourage movement 

and self expression to music. Karaoke gives consumers the chance to shine in the spotlight as 

well as to work on verbal skills, pronunciation, and voice volume.  

We have a keyboard that can be programmed so that someone without the least bit of 

keyboarding talent can play beautiful music. Once a song is programmed into the computer, the 



keys light up in the correct progression. It is a perfect way to encourage one to work on fine 

motor skills, and the others in the room can play “Name that Tune” at the same time!  

Our Learning Consultant in the music room also teaches sign language to consumers who need 

to learn some form of alternate communication. Not only have consumers learned many 

functional words, but several have developed a talent that surpassed our expectations! Four 

consumers now enjoy learning the signs to popular songs. They have performed for UCP’s board 

members, at local United Way rallies, and other community events.  

If you ever come and visit our music room, you might just not want to leave! We have fun, but 

more importantly, we are learning new ways to exercise, share our talents, and express our true 

selves. Come visit sometime! 

 


